The stabilizer formalism is a scheme, generalizing well-known techniques developed by Gottesman [1] in the case of qubits, to efficiently simulate a class of transformations (stabilizer circuits, which include the quantum Fourier transform and highly entangling operations) on standard basis states of d-dimensional qudits. To determine the state of a simulated system, existing treatments involve the computation of cumulative phase factors which involve quadratic dependencies. We present a simple formalism in which Pauli operators are represented using displacement operators in discrete phase space, expressing the evolution of the state via linear transformations modulo D 2d. We thus obtain a simple proof that simulating stabilizer circuits on n qudits, involving any constant number of measurement rounds, is complete for the complexity class coMod d L and may be simulated by O(log(n)
I. INTRODUCTION
Efficiently simulating the evolution of quantum states is a problem of central importance to modern physics. It is generally considered to be a difficult problem: this is formalized by the conjecture that the complexity class P, representing decision problems efficiently and deterministically solvable by conventional computers, does not contain BQP, the class of decision problems solvable efficiently and with bounded error by using local many-body interactions acting on a standard basis state.
However, some transformations of quantum states are indeed easy to classically simulate. The stabilizer formalism is one technique to do so, which may be applied for some evolutions of finite-dimensional systems. Developed by Gottesman [1] to study quantum error correction on qubits, the stabilizer formalism describes how to simulate stabilizer circuits: CP maps obtained by composing Clifford group operations (unitary maps which preserve the group generated by Pauli spin operators ½, σ x , σ y , σ z ), Pauli observable measurements, and Clifford operations controlled directly on measurement outcomes [2] . This serves as a foundation for other efficient simulation techniques [3] [4] [5] and for measurement-based quantum computing [6, 7] . It has since been extended in similar ways by Gottesman [8] and by Hostens, Dehaene, and de Moor [9] to systems of qudits of dimension d
2. This generalization of the stabilizer formalism can be used to simulate circuits involving the quantum Fourier transform (an important element of Shor's integer factoring algorithm [10] ) and certain arithmetic operations on standard basis states (which are closely related to other key operations involved in Shor's algorithm).
The stabilizer formalism is notable in part for the minimal computational power it requires. Aaronson and Gottesman [11] show that for qubits, simulating stabi- * Contact: niel.debeaudap@gmail.com lizer circuits on computational basis states is feasible for the complexity class ⊕L, the subclass of P consisting of those problems which are reducible (using logarithmic workspace) to solving systems of linear equations modulo 2 [12] . However, in existing algorithms [11, 13] , the exact state of the system is determined by scalar factors which depend quadratically on the exponents of Pauli operators σ a x σ b z ; similar remarks apply to the formalism of Ref. [9] for d 2. One may ask whether these quadratic dependencies are necessary for the efficient simulation of stabilizer circuits, or if they may be removed to obtain a formalism involving only linear algebra.
This article presents a simple modification to the formalisms of Refs. [9, 11] , to simulate stabilizer circuits by solving systems of linear equations modulo D ∈ {d, 2d}. Using discrete Weyl operators as a matrix basis, rather than the related operators σ a x σ b z , we eliminate quadratic dependencies from simulations to enable Clifford group operations to be simulated entirely linearly. Furthermore, we demonstrate a subgroup of Clifford group which forms a group representation (acting on density operators) of the symplectic group modulo D, simplifying the connection to symplectic operators described in Ref. [9] . This allows us to obtain direct proofs, for any constant d 2, that simulating a constant number of measurements in a stabilizer circuit is complete for the complexity class coMod d L ⊆ P defined by Buntrock et al. [14] generalizing ⊕L to arbitrary modulus d 2. Consequently, all such circuits can be simulated by O(log(n)
2 )-depth boolean circuits.
Beyond the complexity theoretic results of this article, the formalism that we present here is practically useful for simulations of stabilizer circuits. This (as well as further technical results on Pauli stabilizer groups in the Appendices) should be useful to the study of error correction [15, 16] and measurement-based computation [17] on higher-dimensional systems.
II. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout, d
2 is a constant. Let H d = C d with standard basis vectors |q for q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}. When little confusion may result, we identify q with an element of Z d (the ring of integers mod d).
Our formalism differs slightly from traditional descriptions of the stabilizer formalism, to achieve as uniform a description as possible while remaining consistent with conventions e.g. for the special case d = 2 for qubits. We first address a non-uniformity noted by Refs. [8, 9] between the cases of d even and d odd. In analogy to the case d = 2, we define unitary operators X and Z by X |q = |q + 1 and Z |q = e 2πiq/d |q , d e iπ/d , which is consistent with τ = i for qubits [18] ; then (τ X is the group generated by n-fold tensor products of ½, X, Y , and Z.
To reduce computations for phases in the stabilizer formalism, we describe Pauli operators in terms of translation operators in discrete phase space [19, 20] , rather than directly as multiples of Z a X b :
Definition II: A Weyl operator (on a single qudit) is an operator W a,b = τ −ab Z a X b for some a, b ∈ Z . On n qudits, for vectors a, b ∈ Z n , the Weyl operators are
where a · b is the dot product. These properties are a straightforward generalization of observations made by Appleby [19] in his nearly identical formalism for single qudit operators; they are also essentially what allow us to define the formalism of this article. They also suggest a convention of evaluating each vector modulo d: however, this leads to inconsistencies for d even. For instance, we have
as W d,1 is non-zero, we then cannot equate W 0,1 to W d, 1 . Despite this, it is still possible to use modular arithmetic with the Weyl operators, as outlined in the next lemma:
Lemma 2: For all v, w ∈ Z 2n , we have W v ∝ W w if and only if w = v + dx for some x ∈ Z n , in which case
In 
then the mapping v → W v is well-defined for v ∈ Z 2n D , and all associated arithmetic may be performed mod D.
We frequently describe operations in terms of arithmetic modulo D -with a notable exception: as standard basis states |q ∈ H d involve integers q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} by definition, we require expressions involving q occurring as powers of τ to be invariant under replacing q with q ± d.
Consider the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product A, B = Tr(A † B)/d
n , renormalized to obtain ½, ½ = 1. From the the effect of P ∈ P ⊗n d on standard basis states, one may easily show Tr(P ) = 0 if and only if P ∝ ½. Then for P, Q ∈ P ⊗n d , either P ∝ Q or P, Q = 0, so that: Lemma 3: The following are equivalent for v, w ∈ Z 2n , for any system of n qudits of dimension d:
Furthermore, when these hold for d odd, W v = W w .
III. SIMULATING UNITARY STABILIZER CIRCUITS
We now describe a simple formalism, based on Weyl operators, for simulating an important subclass of stabilizer circuits: the class of unitary Clifford circuits, acting on standard basis states, and including at most one final measurement. We refer to these as unitary stabilizer circuits.
Note that unitary stabilizer circuits exclude intermediate measurements, or Clifford operations controlled by measurement outcomes. If we are only concerned with the distribution of a single measurement as output, we can still simulate circuits with classically controlled Pauli operations conditioned on measurement outcomes, by applying the principle of deferred measurement (as we outline in Section III C). It is also straightforward to apply the techniques of this section to simulate classically controlled Clifford operations, provided the values of the controls do not arise from measurement outcomes.
Unitary stabilizer circuits admit a simple representation in terms of linear transformations modulo D, simplifying the individual operations used in the existing formalisms for d = 2 and d 2 (in Refs. [1] and [9] ). We use this simplified formalism to develop a more general stabilizer formalism which can describe the evolution of states under measurement, for arbitrary qudit dimension d, in Section IV.
A. Stabilizer tableaus for qudits
We begin with a substitute for the so-called binary representation [11, 13] 
of Pauli operators:
Definition III: A Pauli vector on n qudits is a vector v ∈ Z 2n+1 D (which we represent as a column vector to enable transformations by left-multiplication), which we decompose into blocksv
Every Pauli operator P with order d is proportional to a Weyl operator by a power of τ 2 . It suffices to show 
As in the binary case, a stabilizer group is an abelian subgroup of Pauli operators which each have +1-eigenspaces.
(Such operators P may be represented by Pauli vectors: we only have P d = ½ if d is even and P d = −½, in which case P has no +1-eigenspace.) Such a group has a joint +1-eigenspace: for a set S = {S 1 , . . . , S ℓ } of generators, the projector onto the +1-eigenspace of S ∈ S is given by
by expanding Tr(Π S1 Π S2 · · · Π S ℓ ) as a sum of traces of Pauli operators, we find that the trace is non-zero.
Definition IV: A stabilizer tableau T S on n qudits is a matrix over Z D with 2n + 1 rows, whose columns are Pauli vectors for the generators S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S ℓ } of a stabilizer group. The first row φ S of the tableau is called the phase vector, and the rest W S the Weyl block of the tableau. We may present T S in terms of n × ℓ blocks X S and Z S ,
This definition corresponds closely to the notation in Refs. [1, 11, 13] for the binary case. The principal distinction between this representation and the binary representation is that the Z S and X S blocks represent coefficients for Weyl operators, which differ from simple powers of Z and X operators on various qudits by scalar factors; and also that the coefficients are defined modulo D, rather than modulo d. The more important distinction is between Weyl operators and simple powers of Z and X: while subtle, this difference is significant because of the product formula for Weyl operators in Lemma 1. Consider stabilizer tableaus satisfying a further constraint:
Definition V: A stabilizer tableau is proper if the columns of its Weyl block W S are orthogonal (mod D) with respect to the symplectic inner product; i.e. if W ⊤ S σ 2n W S ≡ 0 (mod D). As the generators S ∈ S of a stabilizer group commute, the columns of the Weyl block in a corresponding tableau are orthogonal mod d under the symplectic inner product by Lemma 1; proper tableaus simply satisfy the same constraints mod D. Not all stabilizer groups can be represented by proper tableaus (see Section IV A for a simple counterexample); however, every standard basis state
has a proper tableau of the form
We may show this by noting that |q j ∈ H d is the state stabilized by τ −2qj Z acting on the j th qudit [21] . Furthermore, every stabilizer group has a proper tableau for d = 2 or d odd; in Appendix A 1, we show how to obtain such a tableau from an "improper" one. We may thus restrict our attention to proper tableaus in many cases.
Given a proper stabilizer tableau, in which we represent Pauli operators in terms of Weyl operators, we may represent recombinations of stabilizer generators using only linear operations on columns, with no further computation of phases:
Lemma 4: For two Pauli vectors φ 1 ⊕ v 1 and φ 2 ⊕ v 2 drawn from a proper stabilizer tableau, we have
This follows directly from Lemma 1. Compare this to multiplication of bare products of Z and X, in which
In the usual binary representation used e.g. in Ref. [11] , as well as the representation of Ref. [9] for arbitrary d 2, supplemental phase-factors must be computed depending on which generators are being multiplied; the phases depend quadratically on the exponents of X and Z involved in the operator. Our formalism absorbs these quadratic dependencies into the calculus of Weyl operators, so that they do not appear elsewhere in computations involving products of generators. Thus, changes in the generating set of a stabilizer group can be represented using only linear transformations on a proper tableau. As we see in the next section, a representation using Weyl operators allows other transformations of the tableau to be effected linearly as well. For d even (e.g., for the case d = 2 corresponding to qubits), stabilizer tableaus are defined modulo D = 2d rather than mod d. This difference from Refs. [1, 11, 13 ] is significant when using Weyl operators to represent Pauli operators, as illustrated in Eq. (4); and varying coefficients of the tableau by ±d may not preserve the property of the tableau being proper. In Section IV A, we describe a way in which the Weyl coefficients of a tableau may also be reduced mod d (though this involves techniques which accommodate improper tableaus). However, the phase vector of a stabilizer tableau may always be evaluated modulo d, as differences of d in phase coefficients amount only to a scalar factor of τ 2d = +1 for the operator represented.
B. The Clifford group on qudits
Definition VI: The Clifford group on n qudits is the group of operators
for any P ∈ P ⊗n d ; we denote it by C n (d).
Linear transformations of stabilizer tableaus
For any U ∈ C n (d), the superoperator Φ(M ) := U M U † is an automorphism of matrix algebras; we may then reduce the study of the Clifford group to its effect on a generating set {τ ½, Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , X 1 , X 2 , . . .} of P ⊗n . Furthermore, Φ maps τ ½ to itself, and maps each Pauli operator of order d to another Pauli operator of order d. Thus we can characterize the effect of an arbitrary Clifford operator on n qudits by a (2n + 1) × (2n + 1) array over Z D (a "conjugation tableau"),
whose columns are vectors representing the images of τ 
We demonstrate this by identifying a class of Clifford operators whose conjugation tableaus have coefficients h j = 0 for each 1 j 2n:
Definition VII: A symplectic Clifford operator U ∈ C n (d) is one for which U Wê j U † is a Weyl operator for each 1 j 2n. We write the set of such operators as σC n (d).
For U ∈ C n (d) with a tableau as in Eq. (12), we may decompose U = U ′ W σ2nh ; by considering the effect of conjugating each of the Weyl operators Wê j by U W −1 σ2nh , we may show that U ′ ∈ σC n (d). We then prove Eq. (13) by relating the Weyl blocks C U ′ of U ′ ∈ σC n (d) to symplectic transformations modulo D:
, so that C preserves the symplectic inner product modulo D. We denote the group of such operators by Sp 2n (Z D ).
Theorem 5: For any U ∈ σC n (d), there exists an operator C ∈ Sp 2n (Z D ) such that
In particular, σC n (d) is a group. Similarly, for any C ∈ Sp 2n (Z D ), there is a U ∈ σC n (d) for which Eq. (14) holds.
Proof: Any C ∈ Sp 2n (Z D ) induces a superoperator Φ defined on linear operators acting on H ⊗n d , by extending Φ(W v ) = W Cv linearly [22] . As C is invertible, so is Φ; then Φ ⊗ ½ is a matrix automorphism (where ½ is the identity superoperator on any auxiliary space). In particular, Φ ⊗ ½ maps projectors to projectors; thus it is positive, so that Φ itself is completely positive. Finally, as Φ(½) = ½ and Φ(W v ) has trace zero for W v = ½, it follows that Φ is trace-preserving. Then Φ is an invertible CPTP map, so that Φ(M ) = U M U † for some U ∈ σC n (d).
w of Weyl operators within the Pauli group. This constrains the Weyl block
Thus, the 2n × 2n array C U in fact represents a linear transformation of Z 2n D which is symplectic modulo d. For d even, we then "lift" C U to obtain a matrix C ′ U ≡ C U (mod d) which is symplectic mod 2d. (The procedure to do so is technical, and similar to the procedure for producing proper stabilizer tableaus for d prime or d odd: we defer this detail to Appendix A 2.)
The above Theorem essentially extends [19, Lemma 2] to the multi-qudit case, albeit expressed here explicitly in terms of symplectic operators C (rather than invertible operators, which is only equivalent in the case n = 1).
Corollary 5a: The action of U ∈ C n (d) by conjugation on Pauli operators may be characterized by Eq. (13) .
Proof: This is easy to show for Pauli operators, and follows for special Clifford operators from the characterization in terms of Sp 2n (Z D ). Then T U is a product of linear operators arising from these special cases.
While Refs. [9, 13] also relate the Clifford group to symplectic operators, we have shown more specifically that
As well, because stabilizer tableaus transform linearly under Clifford operators (with the action on the Weyl block of the tableau being symplectic), we obtain:
Corollary 5b: Acting on a proper tableau T S by any conjugation tableau T U yields another proper tableau.
Generators for the symplectic Clifford group
The symplectic Clifford group not only has convenient algebraic properties, but includes the best-known Clifford operators on qudits from the folklore, and analogues of operators from generalizations of the Pauli group to finite fields (e.g. Ref.
[23]), including the single-qudit operators
where Z * d stands for the multiplicative group of units modulo d and where multiplication is performed mod d; as well as both of the two-qudit operators
In the binary case, S is the π/4-phase gate and F is the Hadamard gate while ΛZ and ΛX are the controlled-Z and cnot gates. For d 2 in general, F is the quantum Fourier transform; and the operators M a , X, and ΛX can be used to perform any invertible affine transformation modulo d on the computational basis. For U unitary, we write A U − −− → B to denote the relation UA U † = B for the sake of brevity. One may easily verify that the above operators U are symplectic Clifford operators by computing the effect of U Wê j U † on standard basis states, for 1 j 2n, to verify the following equations:
all of which are mappings from Weyl operators to Weyl operators [24] . Thus, each such U may be represented by conjugation tableaus of the form 1⊕C U , for the following symplectic operators C U ∈ Sp 2n (Z D ) :
Not only do these operators represent a collection of wellknown operators which happen to belong to the symplectic Clifford group, they also characterize it: 
, so that selecting either ΛX or ΛZ as a generator is equivalent. We may also describe ΛX 2,1 , a reversed version of ΛX 1,2 := ΛX (i.e. where ΛX 2,1 has the second qudit the control, and the first qudit the target), by
It is easy to show that for g ∈ Z, the operator ΛX −g 2,1 has a conjugation tableau of the form 1 ⊕ C −g χ , where
We can also generate swap 1,2 gates on pairs of qudits, which interchange Z 1 and Z 2 , and similarly X 1 and X 2 : routine calculation will show that we may decompose Finally, the conjugation map of the operator
F , where one may compute
The three operators of Eqs. (18) - (20), together with the operators C F and C Mr , are precisely those used in Ref. [9, Sec . IV] to decompose arbitrary symplectic operators modulo D.
Thus an arbitrary conjugation tableau for an operator U ∈ σC n (d) may be generated by by those of the operators S, F , ΛZ, and M a ; as U is characterized up to scalar factors by its conjugation tableau, the Lemma follows.
C. Deferring measurements in stabilizer circuits
For qudits of dimension d 2, most Pauli operators are non-Hermitian. For a Pauli operator P of order at most d, we use the phrase "measurement of P " as shorthand, to refer to measurement of any Hermitian operator H with a spectral diameter less than 2π, such that P = exp(iH). This amounts to collapsing the state of the system onto one of the eigenspaces of P via projective measurement, obtaining a record h ∈ Z d of the eigenvalue τ 2h associated to that eigenspace. For reasons that will become apparent in Section IV, describing the evolution of a state under a nondestructive measurement is more complicated for d 2 arbitrary than for d prime. This is an obstacle to simulating circuits which involve both multiple measurements, and unitary operations which are conditioned on measurement outcomes. We may overcome this by applying the principle of deferred measurement, postponing all measurements to the end without affecting the measurement statistics (or final residual quantum states). This will allow us to efficiently simulate stabilizer circuits with classically-controlled Pauli operations (but not classically-controlled Clifford operations in general) using the techniques described thus far, so that we may consider the statistics of any single measurement unconditionally from any measurement which precedes it. We may perform such simulations as follows.
Reduction to Zr measurements
As in the binary case [11] , there is no loss of generality in restricting from general Pauli measurements to "nondestructive" Z measurements (i.e. in which the measured qudit has a defined post-measurement state). For a W p ∈ P ⊗n d measurement, this may be done in a straightforward way by constructing a ΛW p ("controlled W p ") operator, which on standard basis states |c ∈ H d and |t ∈ H ⊗n d would perform the operation
We may construct W p ∈ P d on a single qudit straightforwardly out of ΛZ and ΛX gates. To illustrate this, consider the decomposition of W p into Z, X, and a "global phase" gate, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A notional circuit for a Wp gate on one qudit.
To obtain a coherently controlled version, given that
, we replace the Z and X gates with ΛZ and ΛX gates on a common control qudit, and act on the control with S −p1p2 satisfying S −p1p2 |c = τ −c 2 p1p2 |c . Then we may decompose
p2 for single-qudit Weyl operators illustrated in Fig. 2 . For a multi-qudit Weyl operator W p = W p1,pn+1 ⊗ W p2,pn+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ W pn,p2n where n > 1, we decompose ΛW p into operators ΛW pj ,pn+j acting with a common control and distinct targets. Using the Fourier transform F on the control qudit, we may apply standard techniques for eigenvalue estimation [27] to perform a W p measurement using a Z observable measurement on the control, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Measurement of a Pauli operator P = τ 2δ W p may be performed similarly by replacing ΛW p with a controlled-P gate, ΛP = (Z δ ⊗ ½ ⊗n ) ΛW p . These substitutions may be easily performed at the time of simulation.
Qudit states as measurement records
While it is common to conceive of single-qudit measurements as being destructive, replacing the measured qudit with a classical record, we consider the qudit r on which we perform the Z observable measurement to be a persistent quantum system whose state is the measurement record. To retain consistency with the notion of a classical measurement record, we may impose constraints of the following sort:
• We may require that no operators act on the qudit r (after the measurement) aside from those which commute with Z r . For instance, it may act as the control of a product of ΛX or ΛZ operators, instead of acting as a classical control for Pauli operators on the same target qudits. In this case, the state of the qudit r remains an unchanging record of the measurement outcome.
• We may instead allow measured qudits r to be subject to Pauli operators themselves, with classical control limited only to qudits s which are also measurement records or input parameters. Such transformations of the measured qubits are limited to invertible transformations of the standard basis over Z d , and may be simulated in the stabilizer formalism by representing them as Clifford group operators.
Using these restrictions, we may commute Z measurements on measurement registers past any Pauli operators which are conditioned on the outcome of that measurement. If a measurement record acts only as a classical control for Pauli operations, both the distribution of outcomes for r and the final state of any system depending on r is unaffected by commuting the Z r measurement past the controlled operation. More generally, while a controlled transformation depending on a measurement record s will transform Z r non-trivially, the group of observables Z m , . . . , Z r , Z s on the measurement records is preserved; so measuring Z m , . . . , Z s after the transformations will yield the same distribution of outcomes, as measuring Z m , . . . , Z s first and then transforming the outcomes. With either approach, one may simulate all classically controlled operations P ∈ P ⊗n d which depend on measurement outcomes using the corresponding coherently controlled operators ΛP. The distribution of any single measurement outcome may then be simulated using the techniques described thus far.
Remarks on classically controlled Clifford operations
Deferring measurements cannot be done for measurement records which control Clifford operations while remaining in the stabilizer formalism, using the techniques described above, except for controlled-Pauli operations. Even in the simplest case, acting on states in which the control is in a standard basis state, such a simulation would involve transforming some columns of the tableau (i.e. representing Pauli operators supported on the target qudits of the operation) with different linear transformations depending on the values of other columns (which represent Pauli operators supported on the control qudit of the operation). Such a transformation is at best multilinear, but not linear. Furthermore, this transformation would be ill-defined for any column in which the control qudit is acted on by an operator with a non-zero X component. For instance, the coherently controlled operator ΛS obtained by deferring the measurement on the control acts on the operator X ⊗ ½ as follows:
Thus, ΛS fails to map X ⊗ ½ to another Pauli operator via conjugation, and isn't represented by a transformation of stabilizer tableaus. (Indeed, as it fails to preserve the Clifford group, such an operator ΛS is not itself a Clifford operator; supplementing the Clifford group with any single non-Clifford unitary generates a set of operators approximately universal for quantum computation for d = 2 [28] as well as any other prime dimension [29, Appendix D], so that classical algorithms to simulate toffoli gates together with Clifford operations are impossible unless BPP = BQP.) To simulate a Clifford operation controlled by measurement outcomes, we must therefore explicitly compute (the probability distribution of) the measurement outcome, and use this outcome to determine mid-simulation which linear transformation to apply to the target qudits. For any fixed measurement outcome, or for a classical control value provided as input (or generated according to a fixed probability distribution), simulating a classically controlled Clifford operation is no more difficult than a fixed Clifford operation; the only obstacle in this case is simulating the evolution of the state caused by the measurement itself, which we treat in Section IV.
D. Computing the distribution of a single terminal measurement
Describing the evolution of a state under measurement proves to be more technically complicated in the case of composite dimensions d 2, as we shall see in Section IV. However, determining the distribution of outcomes for a single measurement, on a state which can be represented by a proper stabilizer tableau, can be treated using the techniques described thus far. We now summarize how to determine the distribution over possible outcomes, deferring the account of how states transform under measurement for Section IV, and proofs of certain details to Appendix B.
Consider a proper stabilizer tableau T S which represents a group G S stabilizing a unique state. To simulate measurement with respect to a Pauli operator P , consider some Weyl operator W p ∝ P . While W p may not commute with all elements of G S , there may be a nontrivial power of W p which does. The smallest positive power s 1 such that W s p does commute with all of G S constrains the distribution of possible measurement outcomes for P . By Lemma 1, s is the smallest positive integer such that [sp,
th column of T S . That is, s is the smallest positive integer such that
From the minimality of s, it follows that s will be a factor of d, with s = 1 in the case that W p commutes with G S . Specifically, let φ = 0 ⊕ p ⊤ 0 ⊕ σ 2n T S , and consider the greatest common factor η of the coefficients of φ together with d: then s = d/η. As W 
In order for this equality to hold, we require that sp ′ − sp ≡ 0 (mod d), and that 2t
• For d odd, these two conditions imply that t ′ −t ≡ 0 (mod d), so that we simply need to determine for which value of t ∈ Z D that t ⊕ sp is in the column span of T S .
• For d even, the vector t ′ ⊕sp ′ may differ from t⊕sp. In particular, we may have t ′ and t may differ by d 2 modulo d; and the vector dx = sp ′ −sp corresponds to some representation of the identity operator ½ = W dx which accounts for the difference in the phase coefficients, by the formula
by Lemma 2. We may attempt to account for the contribution of W dx to the phases by introducing auxiliary columns of the form
⊕ dê j to the tableau T S : adding u j to (t ⊕ p) yields another Pauli vector representing the same operator. We may also introduce a column u 0 = (d ⊕ 0), also representing the identity operator, to account for differences of ±d in the phase coefficient which are insignificant. Thus, it suffices to determine for which value of t ∈ Z D that (t⊕ sp) is in the column span of
In either case, it suffices to adjoin the vector −(0 ⊕ sp) to the tableau (together with the vectors u j in the case of d even), and perform column-reductions to clear the Weyl tableau. The resulting matrix will contain a vector (t⊕0), which implies that (t ⊕ sp) is the the column span of the original matrix and that the pre-measurement state is a τ 2t -eigenstate of W s p . The constraint that this imposes on the outcomes of a W p measurement are as follows.
portional to ½ and has +1-eigenstates, we have 2tη ≡ 0 (mod D), from which it follows that t is a multiple of s. The post-measurement state is a τ 2u -eigenstate of W p by definition for some u ∈ Z d , and in particular must be a τ 2t -eigenstate of W s p as noted above; thus 2t ≡ 2su (mod D), or equivalently u ≡ t/s (mod η). We show in Appendix B 3 that the outcomes are in fact uniformly distributed over all u ∈ Z d satisfying this constraint. This characterizes the probability distribution over the outcome τ of the measurement of W p . For P = τ −2δ W p , the distribution of outcomes for a P measurement are uniform over the solutions h ∈ Z d to the congruence
where again η = gcd(d, φ 1 , φ 2 , . . .). In particular, the results are uniformly distributed over some coset κ+ηZ d , where we may take κ = tη/d + δ. Note that the above analysis accommodates the possibility of a deterministic outcome. If P commutes with G S , then η = d, in which case Eq. (25) has a unique solution mod d: the outcomes are "uniformly" distributed over a singleton set (i.e. follow a delta-distribution). This analysis also generalizes the familiar scenario of a random measurement outcome for d prime: in that special case, we have η = 1 if the measurement observable P does not commute with all elements of S. In the case η = 1, Eq. (25) trivializes and imposes no constraints on h ∈ Z d , and so is uniformly distributed over Z d .
E. Summary for simulating unitary stabilizer circuits
We have shown that using Weyl operators to describe stabilizer tableaus allows us to describe a simple, linear formalism for representing the action of Clifford circuits on standard basis states, and determining the measurement outcomes for single measurements. These results follow from the special algebraic properties of Weyl operators as described in Lemma 1, and the fact that standard basis states may be represented by proper tableaus (as defined in Section III A). Demonstrating a subgroup
The remainder of the article is devoted to extending this formalism to explicitly describe the evolution of stabilizer states under measurements, which involves providing a linear analysis of those states which lack "proper" stabilizer tableaus as described in Section III A.
IV. IMPROPER TABLEAUS AND EVOLUTION UNDER MEASUREMENTS
As we note on page 4 (and show below), there do not always exist proper stabilizer tableaus for a stabilizer state in the case of even d > 2. Furthermore, measurements may transform a state stabilized by a group with a proper tableau, to one stabilized by a group without any proper tableau. This presents an obstacle for a uniform treatment of stabilizer circuits in the manner we have described so far, and are unavoidable when simulating the distributions of outcomes of circuits involving multiple measurements for even d > 2. We must therefore extend the formalism described thus far to describe a linear formalism to simulate arbitrary stabilizer circuits, and simulate outcomes of multiple measurements.
A. Extension to accommodate states having no proper tableaus
For even dimensions d > 2, there are stabilizer states whose stabilizer groups cannot be represented by a proper stabilizer tableau. The simplest example is the single-qudit state
, which is stabilized by the set S = Z 2 , X 2 . This set of generators has four possible stabilizer tableaus (up to column swaps and inconsequential changes in the phase block):
where each * may independently be either 0 or 4 (representing a global phase of +1). The reader may verify that none of these are proper, as the columns of the Weyl blocks are not orthogonal under the symplectic product modulo D = 8. Thus, there do not exist any proper stabilizer tableaus for S; by linearity, there are no proper tableaus for any other set of operators generating the same group either.
As the Pauli vectors of commuting operators are always orthogonal mod d under the symplectic inner product, such obstacles do not arise for d odd. In the case of d = 2, while "improper" tableaus do exist, every stabilizer state has a proper tableau, which may be obtained from an improper one by the techniques of Appendix A 1. However, to describe a formalism which functions for arbitrary d, it is necessary to incorporate corrections to the phases as in the standard "binary" formalism, in order to describe different generating sets of the stabilizer group. We show that these corrections may be subsumed in a more general linear formalism, as follows.
Extended stabilizer tableaus
Consider a set of commuting Pauli vectors p 1 , . . . , p ℓ , where each vector
as P h and P j commute. It follows that [u, v] ∈ {0, d} modulo D. These represent corrections to the phase coefficients of Pauli vectors by multiples of d 2 (which would always be 0 in the case of d odd). When computing products of the Pauli operators P j , we may avoid computing the quadratic dependency arising from the symplectic inner products
. We may do this using an expanded table of coefficients, of the form
We call such an array an extended stabilizer tableau, and refer to Ξ as the phase correction block of the tableau; the tableauT S is proper if Ξ ≡ 0 (mod D). In the case of d odd, this in fact holds by necessity. Products and recombinations of generators may be represented by linear superoperators on such extended tableaus, differing only slightly from left-and rightmatrix-multiplications onT S . For each 1 j ℓ, let p j = p j ⊕ Ξê j be the column ofT S extending p j . Consider a product of Pauli operators:
Letφ = φ h + φ j + Ξ h,j for the sake of brevity. When taking products ofP with other operators P k , the quadratic dependency involved in the phases depends only on the Weyl operator W v h +vj , to whichP is proportional. Therefore we havẽ
where the phase correction Ξ h,k + Ξ j,k is a sum of the phase corrections arising from P h and P j . Then, we may represent operatorP by an extended column vector of the form
Thus to obtain the extended tableauTS in which the generator P j is replaced withP = P h P j , it suffices to add the h th column into the j th column, subtract the h th row (of the phase-correction block) from the j th row to maintain the antisymmetry of that submatrix, and finally add the corrective term Ξ h,j into the phase coefficient. That is, we computē
where E a,b = ½ +ê bê ⊤ a is the usual elementary matrix for adding row a into row b, and where
is a superoperator which adds the appropriate phase correction (stored in the j th column) for the operators represented by columns h and j, to the phase coefficient of column j.
Reducing the extended tableau modulo d
In the case that d is odd, we have D = d, and the entire tableau remains reduced modulo d at all times. However, if d is even, coefficients c ∈ {d, d+1, . . . , 2d−1} may arise. Though these coefficients never present any actual difficulties in representing stabilizer states, it is still possible to reduce such coefficients modulo d by performing phase corrections if this is desired. As an extended tableau is under no restrictions to remain proper, we may more freely choose which Pauli vectors we use to represent a given Pauli operator generating a stabilizer group, so long as we maintain the correct phase correction information. 
This corresponds to Pauli vector representations of the form 0 ⊕ dê h for 1 h 2n. The phase correction required to combine such a vector with an arbitrary Pauli vector ϕ ⊕ v is given bỹ 
as the vectors on the left and right all represent the same Pauli operator τ −2ϕ W v . (This is used implicitly in the algorithm for determining distributions of measurement outcomes in Section III D.) By subsequently reducing the phase coefficient modulo d, the entire vector may be reduced modulo d.
While the above transformations do preserve which Pauli operator is represented by a given Pauli vector, it does not preserve the symplectic inner product of the Weyl block with those of other Pauli vectors. To maintain an extended tableau while reducing Weyl coefficients modulo d, one must also update the phase correction block Ξ. Suppose that ϕ j ⊕ v j ⊕ Ξê j is the j th column of an extended tableau T S which represents a set of operators {S 1 , . . . , S j , . . . , S ℓ }. As with the operation to represent multiplication of generators described in Section IV A 1, we may reduce the h th coefficient of v by d by combining the phase correction information of the vector 0 ⊕ dê h for the other generators S 1 , . . . , S ℓ , to the vector ξ describing the phase correction information of ϕ ⊕ v. That is, we compute the row vector
and then addξ h to the j th row of the phase correction block Ξ (updating the phase correction information for all other columns with respect to the j th column), and subtractξ ⊤ h from ξ (updating the phase correction information for the j th column itself). Note that by subtractingξ ⊤ h from ξ, the phase correction necessary for v is added into the j th coefficient of ξ; before updating the j th row of the entire phase correction block, we may apply the superoperator Ψ j,j to perform the necessary phase correction in the j th column. As the coefficients of the phase correction block are only ever added to the phase coefficients, they may themselves always be reduced modulo d as in Eq. (35); thus whether the vector ξ h and its transpose are added or subtracted is immaterial, except to maintain the antisymmetric property of the phase correction block. Thus, to reduce the (h, j) coefficient of the Weyl block of an extended stabilizer tableau for 1 h n and obtain a new tableauT ′ S , we computē
to reduce the (h+n, j) coefficients of the Weyl block for 1 h n, we instead computē
In both cases, the mapping is an affine superoperator, involving both the superoperator Ψ and transposition of the matrix T S , and also of course the translation operation by −dê 1+hê ⊤ j or −dê n+1+hê ⊤ j to reduce the actual coefficient of the tableau.
Fixing the number of rows of extended stabilizer tableaus
When simulating unitary transformations on states represented by extended stabilizer tableaus, it may be preferable to use linear operators of a fixed size, independently of the state being transformed. While the phase correction block is a square symmetric matrix, and may have a variable number of rows, we may bound its size if we can establish a maximum number of generators needed to describe an arbitrary stabilizer group. We can then pad the number of rows or columns in any tableau on n qudits to obtain tableaus with a fixed size.
As noted in Refs. [9, 16] , a stabilizer group on n qudits may have a minimal generating set strictly larger than n when d is composite. The simplest example is the singlequdit state 
where each coefficient t j is either zero or a divisor of D, and where t j+1 is a multiple of t j for each j < 2n. The right-most (ℓ − 2n) columns of W S R are then also zero. Interpreting R as a recombination of the columns (and applying the appropriate phase corrections via Eq. (31a)), we obtain an extended tableauTS which has W S R as a Weyl block. The right-most (ℓ − 2n) columns then each represent the identity operator, and may be omitted to leave a tableau with at most 2n columns. As the phase correction block requires only as many rows as columns, we may specify an arbitrary stabilizer group with an extended stabilizer tableau having at most 4n+1 rows: one for the phase block, and 2n each for the Weyl and phase-correction blocks. Thus, by padding, we may fix extended tableaus for n qudit states to have 4n + 1 rows and 2n columns.
B. Simulating unitary stabilizer circuits on extended tableaus
We may extend conjugation tableaus, representing the effect of conjugation of Pauli operators by Clifford operators, very simply. As symplectic transformations do not affect the pair-wise symplectic inner products of the vectors v j , we may leave the phase correction blocks of the vectorsp j untouched when we describe a transformation by U ∈ C n (d). An extended conjugation tableau corresponding to a conjugation tableau T U can thus be given by a square matrix
where again C U is a symplectic transformation of Z 2n D . Simulating terminal measurements as in Section III D requires only the ability to compute alternative generating sets for the stabilizer group as described in Eq. (31a), and the ability to compute symplectic inner products as in Eq. (23)
Thus it suffices to compute the smallest integer s 1 such that
as a simple modification of Eq. (23). We may then carry out a simple variation of analysis of Section III D: defining ξ h as in Eq. (35), we extend the tableauT S with vectors
Adopting these extensions to stabilizer tableaus and conjugation tableaus allow us to simulate arbitrary stabilizer states, whose stabilizer groups may or may not be representable by a proper tableau, using linear operations over Z D as in Section III.
C. Simulating stabilizer state evolution under Pauli measurements
In many cases, including the case d = 2 and d odd, every stabilizer state has a proper tableau, and simulating Pauli measurements in general may be achieved by transformations of proper tableaus. However, for d > 2 even, such measurements may transform a state from one which can be represented by a proper stabilizer tableau, to one which cannot. For instance, in the case d = 4, we may prepare the state
for which we may easily construct a proper tableau using the techniques of Section III. However, if we measure Z b on |ψ , the post-measurement state on a would differ from
|0 + |2 by at most an X operation. As we saw in Section IV A, such states have no proper stabilizer tableaus. We must therefore extend the formalism of Section III to deal with evolution of states under measurement in the general case.
We now describe a procedure to describe this evolution for all d 2, using the extended tableaus introduced in Section IV A, deferring the proofs of certain statements to Appendix B. (In Section IV C 3, we describe how this analysis may be simplified in the cases d = 2 and d odd, for which extended tableaus are not in fact needed.) Using the constructions of Sections III C and IV B, we may reduce the problem to that of describing the effect of a single-qudit Z measurement. (Again, this has the sideeffect of allowing us to simulate classically controlled Pauli operations depending on the measurement result using a coherent controlled-Pauli operator. We sketch a more direct approach to measurement in Section IV C 3.) Let S = {S 1 , . . . , S ℓ } be a minimal generating set for a stabilizer group G S which has a unique joint +1-eigenstate. A Z r measurement has a non-trivial effect on a stabilizer state, and a non-deterministic outcome, if and only if the state is stabilized by a Pauli operator that does not commute with Z r . Given an extended stabilizer tableauT S , we may compute whether Z r commutes with each operator S k ∈ S by computing φ =ê
following the description in Eq. (39). The result is a row-
st row of the tableau T S , the tableau has the following block structure:
We may recombine the generators described by the columns using Eq. (31a), to obtain a tableauTS which has at most one column -without loss of generality, the ℓ th column -containing an entry η ≡ 0 (mod d) in the (n + r + 1) st row:
We may restrict η to be a divisor of d if it is non-zero, by multiplying the ℓ th column by a suitable scalar α ∈ Z * D . (To maintain the antisymmetry of the phase correction block, the ℓ th row of Ξ must also be multiplied by α in this case.) Note that η ∈ {0, 1, 2} in the case that d = 2, η ∈ {0, 1} in the case that d is an odd prime, and η ∈ {0, d} for any d 2 in the case that Z r commutes with every generator of S.
The tableauTS describes generatorsS = {S 1 , . . . ,S ℓ } for G S in which onlyS ℓ may fail to commute with the observable Z r , depending on the precise value of η. Let 
Computing the distribution of measurement outcomes
As G S stabilizes a unique state, it follows (by Lemma 12) that Z s r is proportional to some element of G S . We introduce the vector
for the sake of brevity. This vector then contains the phase correction information needed in order to represent products of Z (35) to aid in performing column reduction on the tableau, using Eq. (31a) to perform column recombinations, to clear the Weyl block of the vector −(0⊕sê r ⊕ξ). The result will be some vector t ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0; by linearity, it follows that the operator
represented by the extended Pauli vector t ⊕ sê r ⊕ ξ, is the operator which is proportional to Z s r and contained in G S . As in Section III D, the coefficient t must be a multiple of s in order forR to have a non-trivial +1-eigenspace. BecauseR commutes with G S and with Z r , it stabilizes both the pre-measurement and the post-measurement state. The operator R = τ −2h ℓ+1 Z r which stabilizes r after measurement satisfies R s = τ −2hs Z s r =R; that is, the measurement outcome h must satisfy h ℓ+1 ≡ t/s (mod η), or h ℓ+1 ∈ t/s + ηZ d . We may show (see Appendix B 3) that the outcome is in fact uniformly distributed among the residues modulo d satisfying this constraint.
In the case s = 1 (i.e. if η ∈ {0, d}), the state is stabilized by some operator τ −2h Z r prior to measurement; the outcome is then a delta-peaked distribution, or "uniformly distributed" across the coset h + ηZ d = {h} ⊂ Z d . Furthermore, the measurement of Z r does not affect the state of the system; as an alternative to the above, we may transform the tableau to explicitly represent the fact that some operator τ −2h Z r stabilizes the premeasurement state by column-reduction, using the operations for column combinations and reduction modulo d of Sections IV A 1 and IV A 2. The resulting tableau will contain a column of the form h ⊕ê r ⊕ξ explicitly representing the operator τ −2h Z r .
Computing and transforming between post-measurement states
Having fixed a given outcome h ℓ+1 of the Z r measurement, we perform the following transformations onTS to represent the post-measurement state. As the state is unchanged if Z r commutes with all stabilizer generators, we restrict ourselves to the case s > 1.
AsS ℓ does not commute with Z r , it does not stabilize the post-measurement state. But by construction,S s ℓ does. To represent this, we multiply the ℓ th column of TS by s. To keep the phase correction block consistent, we multiply the ℓ th row of the phase correction block by s as well. We then augment the generating set to include the operator R stabilizing the measured qudit: we do so by replacing the adjoined (ℓ + 1)
st column of the tableau with h ℓ+1 ⊕ê r ⊕ξ . (Note that by construction, ξ as given in Eq. (44) is also the appropriate phase correction vector in this case). We must also extend the phase-correction block by an additional row to represent the new generator of the stabilizer group; by symmetry, this is simply ′ ; this necessarily occurs when ℓ = 2n, as this is the maximum number of operators needed to generate the group G S ′ . To discover whether this is the case, we may attempt to clear the Weyl block of the ℓ th column of T S ′ modulo d (i.e. reduce it to a {0, d}-vector), as always using column operations with phase corrections as in Eq. (31a). If successful, the resulting vector in the ℓ th column represents the identity, and may be discarded as described above.
To simulate the transformation which occurs for a particular measurement outcome h ⋆ ∈ t/s + ηZ d , we may simply set h ℓ+1 := h ⋆ by fiat, and perform the operations as above. In a physical setting with actual stabilizer circuits acting on qudits of dimension d, as in the familiar case d = 2, one may simulate fixing the outcome by transforming the post-measurement state unitarily between the possible outcomes. For d 2 arbitrary, we may show that it suffices to act on the post-measurement state with the operatorS ℓ , which is represented by conjugating each of the elements of S ′ byS ℓ . By construction, this operator commutes with the generators S ′ j =S j for 1 j < ℓ, as well as the generator S ′ ℓ =S s ℓ , which are represented by the first ℓ columns of the tableauT S ′ ; it only fails to commute with the generator S ′ ℓ+1 = R ∝ Z r , transforming it to R ′ = τ −2η R = τ −2(h ℓ+1 +η) Z r instead. Repeated applications of powers ofS ℓ then suffice to produce any desired post-measurement state by adding a suitable multiple of η to the exponent in the phase.
The entirety of the above analysis, for non-commuting Z r measurements, generalizes the well-known stabilizer formalism in prime dimension (as in Ref. [8] ). If d is prime, we have η = 1 as we have noted above, so that the post-measurement state is no longer stabilized byS ℓ but instead by R = τ −2h Z r , for some h uniformly distributed over Z d . The novel features for d arbitrary are that the possible outcomes over which h varies can in general be any coset of the form κ + ηZ d (which is equal to the whole group Z d only when η = 1), and that the postmeasurement state is still stabilized byS d/η ℓ (which is trivial only when η = 1).
Special cases permitting simplified evolution under measurements
The extensions of the preceding sections to the stabilizer formalism allow us to simulate arbitrary stabilizer circuits for arbitrary dimensions d 2. We now briefly remark on simplifications which are possible in some special cases, which may lead to modest savings in the amount of effort and work-space required in practice.
When simulating a measurement of a Pauli operator P = τ −2δ W p , it may be that no further operations depend on the measurement outcome (i.e. on the eigenvalue τ 2h corresponding to the post-measurement state); or if the outcome is used only to control Clifford operations, that representing the outcome by the state of a qudit provides no advantage. In either case, the introduction of an explicit measurement register for controlled-Pauli operators to act upon is unnecessary. We may compute the distribution of outcomes, and the post-measurement state conditioned on any particular outcome, in a similar way as described above but without the introduction of a measurement register. Elaborating Eq. (41), we compute
and consider whether it is equivalent to zero modulo d; if not, we consider what reversible column-transformation operations would map it to a row-vector of the form ηê ⊤ ℓ , and then apply those same transformations to the tableau T S . Doing so yields a tableau representing a generating setS = {S 1 , . . . ,S ℓ } in which onlyS ℓ fails to commute with P ; one may easily generalize the analysis above from that point on, substituting the Pauli vector (0⊕ê r ) representing Z r with the vector (δ ⊕ p) representing P . Doing this is substantially similar to performing the same operations as in Section IV C 2, as performed on a tableau where we have simulated the P measurement by a Z r measurement, with the primary difference being that we omit the additional column involved by explicitly introducing the ancilla r.
As noted in Section III A, extended stabilizer tableaus are unnecessary in the case of d either prime or odd, as all stabilizer groups may be represented in those cases by proper stabilizer tableaus. In the case of odd d, no special effort is necessary, as all stabilizer tableaus are proper in that case; we may omit phase correction blocks in that case. In the remaining case d = 2 (i.e., for qubits), further effort is required to ensure that the tableau of a post-measurement state is proper if we are to dispense with phase correction blocks. If at least one of the elements of the stabilizer group G S fails to commute with the Pauli operator P = τ −2δ W p being measured, we may as usual obtain a generating set {S 1 , . . . ,S ℓ } in which exactly one generatorS ℓ does not commute with P ; it suffices to compute a vectorp ≡ p (mod 2) such that
Wp, which is orthogonal modulo D (where D = 4 in this case) to the columns of the Weyl block W S representingS j for 1 j < ℓ. We may computep using the techniques presented in Appendix A 1 in this case, which should have a single solution. If however P commutes with the entire stabilizer group, there is no choice in how it may be represented in order to maintain a proper tableau: an operator proportional to P is already generated by the group, and the system of equations in Appendix A 1 determining a suitable representative for that operator has a unique solutionp, for which [p, p] ≡ 2 (mod 4) may hold. In this case, however, no transformation of the state occurs upon measurement, so the existing proper tableau suffices to describe the post-measurement state. We may then dispense with extended tableaus in these cases if desired (though extended tableaus still provide the benefit of making possible reduction of the coefficients modulo 2 for tableaus over qubits).
Finally, for d prime, certain elements of the analysis in Section III D and Section IV C may be simplified to yield the known results for simulations of measurements in those cases [8] . For instance, in the case that not all generators S j ∈ S commute with the measurement operator P , it is not necessary to perform column transformations to obtain a column which represents an operator S ℓ such that [P,S ℓ ] = τ 2η = τ 2 . We may instead find any single operator S j which fails to commute with P , and compute some non-trivial power S t j of it such that [P, S t j ] = τ 2 , and use this to obtain a generating set in which only S t j fails to commute with P by combining other generators with appropriate powers of S t j . Also, no non-trivial power of S j will be represented by the table T S ′ for the post-measurement state; in particular, the tableau will never have more than n columns.
V. COMPLEXITY OF SIMULATING STABILIZER CIRCUITS
The main benefit provided by the formalism of this paper above the existing techniques in the literature is that computing phases are effectively reduced to simple linear transformations, thereby simplifying the individual steps of simulating stabilizer circuits, which should reduce the burden of carrying out transformations in analytical investigation and ad-hoc calculations. (This is not to say that these operations are asymptotically more efficient: we remark on this distinction in Section V C.) However, the reduction to linear algebra in itself also makes certain complexity theoretic results easier to prove, when considering computational complexity classes which themselves are well characterized in linear algebraic terms. Using the techniques of Sections III and IV, we generalize the results of Aaronson and Gottesman [11] concerning the complexity of simulating stabilizer circuits to qudits of arbitrary dimension. Specifically, natural decision problems concerning simulating stabilizer circuits on qudits of any fixed dimension d, involving at most a constant number of measurements, are complete for the complexity class coMod d L consisting of problems which are logspace reducible to determining whether a system of equations mod d is feasible [30] . We describe these results in this section.
A. Complexity of simulating unitary stabilizer circuits
We define Definite Stabilizer Measurement to be the problem of deciding whether or not the state of a system of n qudits of dimension d, initially in a computational state |q and then acted on by a unitary stabilizer circuit, is stabilized by some particular P ∈ P ⊗n d . This is equivalent to the proposition that a measurement of the operator P would yield a record of "0" with certainty, being a +1-eigenstate of P . (Other possible outcomes h ∈ Z d may be considered instead by testing whether τ −2h P stabilizes the state.) If the outcome "0" does not occur with certainty, it occurs either with probability 0, or probability 1/s (at most 1 2 ) for some integer s which divides d.
In the special case of a P = −Z 1 measurement on qubits (d = 2), Definite Stabilizer Measurement corresponds to the problem Gottesman-Knill described by Aaronson and Gottesman [11] . This problem belongs to the class ⊕L of problems which are log-space reducible to feasibility of systems of linear equations mod 2 and verifying coefficients of matrix products mod 2 [12] . Relying on the result L ⊕L = ⊕L [31] , Aaronson and Gottesman describe an algorithm solving Gottesman-Knill on a logspace machine with access to an ⊕L oracle, which is used to repeatedly simulate initial segments of the stabilizer circuit in order to compute the effects of the phase corrections induced on intermediate states of the circuit. We show a more direct and generalized version of the result of Ref. [11] by characterizing the complexity of Definite Stabilizer Measurement.
Just as ⊕L is the class of problems which are logspace reducible to verifying coefficients of matrix products modulo 2, we may define the class coMod d L as the class of decision problems which are log-space reducible to verifying coefficients of matrix products modulo d [14] (see note [32] ). In particular, this implies ⊕L = coMod 2 L. As Ref. [30] shows, testing whether a system of equations is feasible mod d is also a complete problem for coMod d L for all d 2; and in the particular case where d is a prime power, coMod d L may be characterized as those problems which are log-space reducible to evaluating (as opposed to verifying) coefficients of matrix products modulo d. These operations are in essence precisely what is required to simulate the transformations of a stabilizer tableau in a unitary stabilizer circuit, so that we may show:
Theorem 7: For qudits of some fixed dimension d 2, Definite Stabilizer Measurement is complete for the class coMod d L .
Proof: As in the analysis of Section III D, determining whether an n-qudit state, characterized by a (proper) stabilizer tableau T f , is stabilized by an operator P = τ −2δ W p corresponds to determining whether there is a vector δ ′ ⊕ p ′ in the column-span of T f such that P = τ −2δ ′ W p ′ . This may be reduced to determining whether there is a solution to some system of equations At ≡ (δ ⊕ p) (mod D) for some matrix A:
, so that δ ⊕ p is in the column span of T f . We then set A := T f .
• For d even, we still require p ′ − p ≡ 0 (mod d), but this is no longer sufficient to ensure p = p ′ ∈ Z D ; and again we require 2δ
The vector dx corresponds to some representation of the identity operator ½ = W dx which accounts for the difference in the phase coefficients, by the formula
by Lemma 2. As in Section III D, we introduce auxiliary columns of the form u 0 = d ⊕ 0 and
⊕ dê j for 1 j 2n to the tableau T f , chosen so that u j + (δ ⊕ p) also represents the operator P for each 0 j 2n. Thus, it suffices to determine whether the system of equations At = u 0 u 1 · · · u 2n T f t = (δ ⊕ p) has solutions modulo 2d.
In each case, to test the feasibility of such a system of equations has solutions with a coMod d L algorithm, it is not necessary to store T f explicitly in the workspace; it suffices to be able to efficiently query individual coefficients of T f on demand, using only O(log(n)) workspace.
In the case where T f represents a stabilizer state U |q obtained by acting on a standard basis state |q ∈ H ⊗n d with a Clifford operator U ∝ U N · · · U 2 U 1 , we define T f as the action of a sequence of operatorsC N · · ·C 2C1 acting on an initial tableau of the form T 0 := q 0 ⊤ , where eachC j is a conjugation tableau as in Eq. (12) . We then consider two cases:
• Suppose d = p e for some prime p. Using the techniques of Ref. [30] , for any prime power p e , we may compute the coefficients of such a matrix product modulo p e as part of a coMod p L algorithm. Determining whether the system of equations At ≡ (δ ⊕ p) is feasible modulo each primepower divisor p e is thus in coMod p L.
• For qudit dimensions having a prime power de- 
By a standard normal form for We may generalize further, to consider the complexity of the problem of computing the output distribution of a measurement of a given observable. For a given qudit dimension d and a probability distribution over Z d , define Stabilizer Measurement to be the problem of deciding whether this distribution can be produced by measuring a given observable P = τ −2δ W p on the state produced by a specified unitary stabilizer circuit U acting on a given standard basis state |q . We restrict the distributions taken as input to uniform distributions over a coset Note that Stabilizer Measurement is equivalent to determining whether the probability of obtaining a given outcome h is equal to 1/s for some s > 1, as this holds if and only if the outcome is uniformly distributed over h + (d/s)Z d . We therefore have:
Theorem 8: For an initial state in the standard basis, any Pauli measurement observable P ∈ P ⊗n , and any stabilizer circuit which performs a P measurement, the following problems are all coMod d L-complete: (a) verifying predictions of a deterministic measurement outcome h ∈ Z d , (b) verifying predictions of having probability p of obtaining an outcome h ∈ Z d , and (c) verifying predictions of the distribution of measurement outcomes.
As a corollary, all of the problems described above may be simulated by O(log(n)
2 )-depth boolean circuits, as
B. The complexity of simulating stabilizer circuits with multiple measurements
We now consider the way in which the results of the preceding section extend to complexity containments for stabilizer circuits with measurements, i.e. in which the evolution of the state under measurement must be explicitly computed and where the outcomes may control further operations. To simulate the transformation of a state under measurement -as opposed to determining what the distribution of outcomes is, as in the Stabilizer Measurement problem -we must describe how a coMod d L algorithm might carry out the calculations described in Section IV C.
Simulating evolution under a single measurement
We first sketch an algorithm to verify any single coefficient of an (extended) post-measurement tableauT S ′ in coMod p e L, for a qudit dimension of p e for some prime p, where the measurement outcome is somehow specified in the input and where we assume we may query coefficients of the pre-measurement tableauT S . The tableaū T S ′ is that which results from a Z r measurement acting on a pre-measurement tableauT S via the procedure of Section IV C. The motivation for restricting to primepower qudit dimension is to describe a solution involving query access toT S , which may be difficult to simulate in logarithmic space for composite d. We indicate how this extends to composite qudit dimensions d, in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 7, before proceeding to the case of evolution under a sequence of measurements.
To evaluate a coefficient of the post-measurement tableauT S ′ , we do not have to store the entire tableau as it is transformed, so long as we can efficiently reconstruct the dependencies of the coefficient in question on the coefficients of the pre-measurement tableauT S on demand. We therefore describe how to reproduce which transformations are performed onT S , and the impact of these transformations on the desired coefficient.
The transformations performed on a tableau consist largely of column recombinations to clear the (n+r+1) st row of the tableau. These may be performed by invertible transformations, in which one column is added or subtracted from another some number of times; for a primepower modulus, determining a combination in which the (n+r+1) st coefficient of one of the columns is sent to zero is easy, using comparisons and divisions of fixed-size integers in {0, 1, . . . , D − 1}. We may consider consecutive pairs of columns in turn -first considering combinations of the first column with the second column, then combinations of the second column with the third, and so onand determine for each pair the transformation which will clear the (n+r+1) st coefficient of the left-most column in each case. By considering the effect of this sequence of column-combinations on the coefficients in other rows, we may determine how the coefficients in those rows transform, in order to determine what the value of any one given coefficient ofT S ′ would be. We may do this using enough workspace to store the (n+r+1) st coefficients of whichever two columns we consider at each step of the algorithm, as well as the coefficients for the same two columns in any other row we require; and enough workspace to carry out simple calculations, such as division, on fixed-width integers. Apart from the column recombinations of the tableau, computing η (and the scalar factor α by which we multiply the final non-zero column, as described following Eq. (43)) can be easily performed in constant space, as can s = d/η for η > 0.
In the case of a power of an odd prime, the above suffices to determine all the coefficients of the tableaū TS which represents the same pre-measurement state as T S , in which only a single generatorS ℓ fails to commute with Z r . In the case of d even, the phase correction block and the phase vector both involve row operations for each column operation. For a phase coefficient, we must also query off-diagonal coefficients from the phase correction block of the tableau, as it is being transformed; then some additional workspace is required to compute these coefficients. A phase correction block coefficient itself may be subject to both column and row operations throughout the transformation of the stabilizer tableau: we may outline how these may be computed as follows. Suppose we wish to compute the value that the (h, j) coefficient of the phase correction block would have after performing the k th round of column recombinations, where 1 h, j, k 2n. The phase correction block is antisymmetric by construction, throughout the transformation of the tableau, which allows us to make the following observations: (i ) If j = h, we return 0; and if j > h, we may instead compute the negation of the (j, h) coefficient of the phase correction block.
(ii ) If j < h and k < h − 1, then none of the rowtransformations on the phase correction block corresponding to recombining the first k columns of the tableau have affected any coefficients in the h th row of the phase correction block, in which case we may simply simulate the effect of the first k column combinations on the (h, j) coefficient of the phase correction block, as for the Weyl block coefficients.
(In particular, if k < j − 1, we may simply return the corresponding coefficient ofT S .) (iii ) If j = k = h − 1, then the (h, j) coefficient is in principle affected by row-transformations between the (h − 1) st row and the h th row. However, as the (h − 1, h − 1) coefficient of the phase correction block is zero, this row-operation has no effect, and we may reduce to the preceding case.
(iv ) If j < h k, the (h, j) coefficient of the phase block is affected by row-transformations which in general will have a non-trivial effect. We recursively compute coefficients b t,j corresponding to the (t, j)-coefficient of the phase correction block after t column combinations, for j + 1 t h+ 1. Starting by computing b j+1,j as in the preceding case, we compute each subsequent b t,j as follows: let b ′ t,j be the value of the (t ′ , j)-coefficient of the phase correction block after the first t − 2 column combinations, and then simulate the appropriate rowtransformations with b t−1,j and b ′ t,j to compute the value of b t,j after the (t − 1) st column combination.
All of the above can be performed in constant workspace, using at most two levels of recursive evaluation of the coefficients of the phase-correction block (as in the final case above).
Having obtained a tableauTS representing the premeasurement group, for which only a single generatorS ℓ fails to commute with Z r , we may easily describe the remaining calculations required to determine coefficients of the tableau. The eigenvalue τ 2t of the pre-measurement state with respect to the operator Z s r can be obtained by multiplying the measurement outcome specified for Z r at the input by s; we may then use a coMod p L oracle to solve Definite Stabilizer Measurement to determine whether the specified outcome is possible, and if so, proceed with the computation (perhaps returning an error value otherwise). The column t ⊕ê r ⊕ ξ describing the stabilizer arising from the measurement will be the (ℓ + 1)
st column of the tableau, for ξ ∈ {0,
2 } as described in Eq. (44), unless the column vector representing the generatorS s ℓ can be expressed as a combination of t ⊕ê r ⊕ ξ together with the other columns, modulo p e . We may determine this once more with a coMod p L oracle to solve systems of equations; and if there is indeed a solution, we omit the column corresponding to the old generatorS ℓ entirely.
As a minor variation of the procedure of Section IV C, we may switch the two columns representing the mea-
st column in the case that it is non-trivial. We may fixing the number of columns to the maximum of 2n as described in Section IV A 3, setting all additional columns to zero. All of the above suffice to compute any particular coefficient of the post-measurement tableauT S ′ , modulo p e ; if a test-value for the coefficient is provided as input, we may then test congruence modulo p e as well. Using the characterization of coMod d L for arbitrary d 2 (possibly divisible by multiple primes) described in Ref. [30, Prop. 3] 
st column, the columns in the tableaus for each prime-power divisor p ej j correspond to the same generators as one another; any prime-power divisor p ej j for which some generator corresponds to the zero vector merely represents a Pauli stabilizer which is proportional to some Weyl operator W pj e j v . Thus, verifying the value of any given coefficient of a post-measurement tableauT S ′ for qudits of any dimension d 2 with respect to a Z r measurement is a problem contained in coMod d L.
Simulating multiple measurements in arbitrary dimensions
From the foregoing, it is straightforward to use known oracle-closure results for prime-power d [31] to show that a stabilizer circuit involving any constant number of measurements may be simulated in coMod d L, for qudits of arbitrary dimension d 2. We proceed again along the same lines as the preceding section, by bounding the complexity for qudits of prime-power dimension, and then lifting to arbitrary dimension d.
In the procedure above for simulating a measurement of a tableau in prime-power dimension p e , we assumed the ability to query individual coefficients of the tableaū T S which represents the pre-measurement state. Each coefficient of the post-measurement tableau may be evaluated in coMod p L, provided we supplement the computation with an oracle for the coefficients ofT S . IfT S arises from the simulation of a stabilizer circuit -which may also be simulated in coMod p L -it follows that properties of interest of the post-measurement tableau may be computed in coMod p L coMod p L . IfT S itself arises from a circuit which involves a single measurement, an oracle for evaluating coefficients ofT S can be implemented using a coMod p L coModpL oracle, i.e. an oracle which itself has access to an oracle to evaluate the coefficients of the tableau immediately following the first measurement. Consider the problem of simulating a stabilizer circuit with k > 1 measurements, in the sense of computing coefficients of the stabilizer tableau (possibly in order to determine whether a given outcome h k ∈ Z d occurs for the final measurement), given some sequence of intermediate measurement outcomes h 1 , . . . , h k−1 ∈ Z d . Generalizing the description above, the simplest way to regard the computational complexity of this problem is to provide one layer of nested coMod p L oracles for each measurement, yielding a hierarchy of oracles for simulating each successive measurement. Simulating a stabilizer circuit with k measurements is then contained by the class
with a tower of k−1 oracles to simulate the first k−1 measurements. For any fixed k > 1 which is constant in the input size, this class is simply equal again to coMod p L, by the oracle closure results of Ref. [31] for p prime (but see note [34] ). Thus simulating the outcomes of any fixed number of measurements can be simulated in coMod p L for qudit dimension p e . For arbitrary dimensions, as we remark in the proof of Theorem 7, the problem of simulating a stabilizer circuit on d dimensional qudits can be reduced to the corresponding problem for each prime-power factor p e of d. For instance, to determine whether a sequence of k ∈ O(1) measurements yields outcomes h 1 , . . . , h k ∈ Z d with certainty, we may simulate the same circuit with all coefficients evaluated mod p e , and also reduce each of the coefficients h t modulo p e . If instead we are interested in whether a sequence of outcomes h t arise with some probability (e.g. so that h 1 occurs with probability p 1 , h 2 occurs with probability p 2|1 given that h 1 occurred, etc.), we may express the probabilities in terms of a product of powers p −γt for each prime divisor p of d, and simulate for each measurement 1 t k whether or not the measurement outcome modulo p e occurs with probability p −γt by testing whether the measurement observable Z p e−γ t rt stabilizes the state at measurement. As these problems may be contained in coMod p L for prime p, and characterize the yes instances for the same problems modulo d, these suffice to show:
Theorem 9: For any constant k 1, for any stabilizer state given as input (described either as a standard basis state or via an initial stabilizer tableau), for any sequence h 1 , . . . , h k ∈ Z d of measurement outcomes, and for any sequence of conditional probabilities p 1 , . . . , p k of them occurring, the problem of determining whether the outcomes of the first k measurements are the outcomes h j for 1 j k, each with probability
N.B. The issues described above relating to oracles do not arise if we are content to use a polynomial amount of workspace in the simulation. Simply using the tech-niques of the preceding sections, we may easily simulate arbitrary stabilizer circuits with any number of measurements on standard basis states in polynomial time, by transforming stabilizer tableaus which are explicitly stored in the work space.
C. Run time complexity
We conclude our considerations of the complexity of simulating stabilizer circuits with some remarks on more precise measures of complexity.
The computational complexity bounds of Sections V A and V B do not impose any bounds whatsoever on the run-time complexity, except that it is polynomial by virtue of coMod d L ⊆ NC 2 ⊆ P [14] . In practice, the degree of this polynomial will be quite large, even for the non-deterministic logspace Turing machines [14] which are the usual model of computation used to define the class coMod d L. Furthermore, using the techniques of Ref. [30] , the degree of the run-time required to solve systems of linear equations modulo d will increase with the value of d -and with the number of measurements being simulated -according to the size of the primepower factors of d. However, this is an expected tradeoff in time for the savings in the work-space required by the algorithms outlined in Sections V A and V B. As
, the large runningtime may be regarded as a consequence of simulating stabilizer circuits with a constant number of rounds of measurement, but of any size, with either Turing machines which require only O(log(n)
2 ) space or polynomial-size boolean circuits of depth only O(log(n)
2 ). The techniques used to show containment in coMod d L may be regarded as demonstrating upper bounds on the abstract computational power of stabilizer circuits (for any fixed number of measurement rounds) for any d 2; a more practical approach to simulating stabilizer circuits, on a computer architecture having a small number of processors but a substantial amount of memory, is simply to maintain an explicit record of stabilizer tableaus and measurement outcomes.
Apart from the results of Sections V A and V B, we may compare run-time complexity of the techniques of Sections III and IV to those of Ref. [11, Sec. III] , for simulating stabilizer circuits on qubits with the more traditional "binary" representation on qubits (i.e. for the case d = 2 alone). In this setting, we consider the complexity only of simulating a generator of the Clifford group (such as a Pauli operator or a gate corresponding to one of the operators in Eq. (15)), or of single-qubit Z measurements. It must be noted that despite the elimination of quadratic phase corrections in the simulation of Clifford operations, there is no improvement in the asymptotic complexity of simulating a single Clifford group operation compared to the results of Ref. [11] ; it is O(n) in each case for a single gate acting on a tableau representing an n-qudit state (whether represented by a proper tableau, or an extended tableau). Furthermore, the algorithm in Ref. [11] for simulating measurements in the case d = 2 is more efficient than the algorithm presented in this article for simulating measurements, as the procedure presented in Section V B is essentially an extension of techniques of Ref. [1] to the case d 2, for which Ref. [11] represents an improvement. Indeed, it seems likely that the techniques of Ref. [11, Sec . III] could be easily extended using the linear formalism of this article to achieve a complexity of O(n 2 ) for simulating Z measurements in any fixed prime dimension. However, as those techniques seem to rely on the fact that Z 2 (or Z d for prime d) is a field, and in particular that the generating set for any stabilizer group has size at most n, it is not immediately clear how such techniques would extend even to the case of a prime power dimension. The improvement of the formalism of this article over that of Ref. [11] is not in terms of run-time complexity, but rather extending the space-bounded complexity theoretic results to arbitrary dimensions d 2, and exploiting the reduction to linear algebra to do this more directly in the case of prime powers.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented techniques to simulate unitary stabilizer circuits on qudits of any constant dimension d 2 using linear transformations, and simulate terminal measurements by solving systems of linear equations, using Weyl operators to represent Pauli operators. In particular: we demonstrate that the Clifford group can in each case be described effectively using only Pauli operators and a group representation of the symplectic group Sp 2n (Z D ) over the integers modulo D, where D ∈ {d, 2d} is determined according to whether d is odd or even. We also present the first explicit treatment of the evolution of a state under measurement for composite dimension, and demonstrate how this may be achieved by linear transformations of an extended tableau. This leads to a simple, easy to use formalism for simulating stabilizer circuits on qudits of arbitrary dimension.
The motivation for the formalism of this article is not the actual run-time or circuit complexity, but rather a formalism for arbitrary dimension d 2 which is as uniform as possible, in which simulating individual operations is as simple as possible (in the sense that each operation involves fewer natural arithmetic operations). In doing so, we reduce the problem of simulation substantially to standard techniques of linear algebra, which is illustrated by the directness of the proof of Theorem 7 that simulating the measurement of a unitary stabilizer circuit is complete for the class coMod d L for any d 2 (extending the computational complexity results of Aaronson and Gottesman [11] ).
There remain open questions with respect to the efficient simulation of stabilizer circuits, which tools of the sort presented in this article may help address. We have shown that stabilizer circuits on qudits of any fixed dimension, and any size, may be simulated in NC 2 provided it has a fixed number of measurements, as this task is complete for coMod d L. Is it possible to extend the number of measurements, for instance, to O(log(n)), or (if we restrict the controlled-Clifford operations to controlledPaulis) to O(n)? Can similar results be obtained if we keep the number of measurements fixed, and perhaps even fix the size of the circuit, but allow the qudit dimension to be a prime power p e (of a fixed prime p) provided as input? Finally, what bounds can we obtain for simulating stabilizer circuits in a distributed classical computational model based on linear transformations, such as linear network coding [35] ? ½ only if each m j is even. This holds, for example, for {Z 1 , Z 2 , · · · , Z n } on n qudits, or any family of operators S j = U Z j U † obtained from them by conjugation by U ∈ C n (d). We setv 1 = v 1 , and for each subsequent j > 1, we constructv j =v j + dx j for x j ∈ Z 2n D which satisfies
We may construct such a vectorv j as follows. 
which we may further simplify to
The constraints imposed by Eqs. (A2a) and (A2c) are then equivalent to
Note that equations of the form S = λ½ can only have solutions for λ = 1 in stabilizer groups; and we have specifically ruled out the possibility that we can obtain such an expression for ½ using an odd exponent for S j in our hypotheses. By Lemma 2, it follows that the vectors v j are linearly independent modulo 2, in which case Eq. (A3) is a solvable system of linear equations over Z 2 , with potentially many satisfactory solutions. Selecting any one of them to fix a value ofv j , we then construct the next vectorv j+1 , and so forth until we have obtained a sequence of Weyl vectorsv 1 , . . . ,v ℓ forming a proper stabilizer tableau for the operators S 1 , . . . , S ℓ .
As we note above, the above technique can be applied for arbitrary qudit dimension d as well for stabilizer tableaus whose Weyl blocks have independent columns. For d composite, not all tableaus have this property. In particular, there exist stabilizer groups on n qudits which have more than n independent commuting generators, whose corresponding Weyl blocks therefore cannot have independent columns modulo 2 or any other prime. (See the beginning of Section IV A for an example, and Section IV A 3 for a more general bound on the number of independent generators.)
Symplectic transformations performed by Clifford operations
We may apply similar techniques to the above to prove the "lifting" claim made in Theorem 5. Note that if W vj = U Wê j U † for 1 j 2n, the operators W vj will all have order d, and will be independent as well by virtue of the independence of the operators Wê j . In particular, the vectors v j will be linearly independent modulo d.
We may then apply the same lifting technique as above, except that rather than the constraints of Eq. (A1), we impose the constraints
where δ a,b is the Kronecker delta. These same congruences will already hold modulo d (rather than 2d) by the preservation of commutation relations from the conjugation by U . By constructing eachv j := v j +dx j as before, the same analysis may be applied to obtain constraints on each x j sufficient to obtain the necessary inner products modulo 2d as well. The matrixC = [v 1 · · ·v 2n ] that we obtain as a result is symplectic modulo D. We now present additional technical properties of Weyl operators and stabilizer groups which generalize the known results for d prime, to characterize of the evolution of stabilizer states upon measurement. In particular, we show that this evolution is always uniformly random over a coset of the form κ+ηZ d for some κ, η ∈ Z d . Much of this appendix describes results and techniques which are both simple and standard for the case d = 2 (see e.g. Ref. [1] ) and for d prime (Ref. [8] ). However, such techniques do not seem to have been explicitly described for d composite (for which technical obstacles exist, due e.g. to non-trivial operators Z a and X b which commute despite acting on a common qudit).
We again adopt the convention described at the beginning of Section III D, that a measurement of a Pauli operator P (of order at most d) stands for the measurement of some Hermitian operator H with spectral diameter less than 2π, such that P = exp(iH), and that the outcome is some h ∈ Z d such that the result corresponds to the detection of a τ 2a -eigenvector of P . We also suppose all measurements to be non-destructive, leaving a residual system which is in an eigenstate of the observable H, and thus of the unitary operator P .
Spectral properties of Weyl operators
The following simple results about Weyl operators are helpful to demonstrate how stabilizer groups transform under measurements in Sections B 2 and B 3, and may be of interest in the study of stabilizer codes over Z d .
As Accounting for the harmonic number is necessary to bridge the gap with the case of d prime [37] to obtain constructions for all d 2. Weyl operators W v with v fundamental have the greatest ability to "distinguish" between different states; Weyl operators other than these have fewer eigenvalues, and each eigenvalue has higher multiplicity, so that their eigenspaces decompose as the sum of multiple eigenspaces of some other Weyl operator.
for any 1 j n.
Proof: For v ∈ Z 2n fundamental, using the decomposition e.g. of Ref. [9, Sec . IV], one may show that there is a symplectic operation C such that Cv =ê n . This construction consists essentially of using row-reductions on a stabilizer tableau to compute the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of v; these row-reductions may be performed by left-multiplication by symplectic transformations. The operations needed to perform the rowreduction may be obtained by solving for coefficients a j such that a 1 v 1 + · · · + a 2n v 2n = 1. By the construction described in the proof of Lemma 6, there then exists a symplectic Clifford U ∈ σC n (d) such that U W v U † = Z n acting only on the n th qudit; we can then map this to any operator Z j by swaps. If v ∈ Z 2n is not fundamental, let u = v/η(v); this vector is fundamental, so that there exists an operator U such that U W u U † = Z j . Then
Note that the algorithm of Ref.
[9, Sec. IV] yields the described unitary U in polynomial time, presented as a Clifford circuit of size O(n log(d)). In this section, we prove the usual connection of Pauli observables which commute with every element of the stabilizer group with that measurement yielding a deterministic outcome, generalized to the setting of d 2 arbitrary. To do so, we prove a characterization (which is well-known for d prime) of those stabilizer groups which describe unique pure states: they are maximal stabilizer groups, in the sense that any Pauli subgroup which strictly contains such a group is either nonabelian, or contains operators without +1 eigenvalues. (Proofs in the case of d prime typically make use of the fact that Z 2n d is a field, which we cannot do for d composite.)
Lemma 12: Let S = {S 1 , . . . , S ℓ } be a generating set for a stabilizer group G S on n qudits. The following are equivalent:
(i ) G S stabilizes a unique state; (ii ) G S is a maximal stabilizer group; (iii ) G S is a stabilizer group of maximum size (and has cardinality d n ).
We note property (iii ) above to emphasize the distinction from (ii ), and for the sake of completeness. We will be interested primarily in certifying when a stabilizer group is inextensible, rather than when it has some particular cardinality.
Proof: Let S ⊂ P 
where |S j | is the multiplicative order of S j . It is easy to show that this operator projects onto the +1-eigenspace of S j . Then Π S = Π S1 Π S2 · · · Π S ℓ projects onto the joint +1-eigenspace of S. By expanding each of the projectors Π j , we may show that
as the terms in the sum run over all distinct combinations of powers S ℓ , generating each element of G S . (As the group G S is the direct product of the cyclic groups generated by the operators S j , it follows that |G S | is equal to the product of the orders |S j |.)
It is easy to show that (i ) ⇐⇒ (iii ): if S stabilizes a unique state, it follows that Tr(Π S ) = 1, so that 1 = Tr(Π S ) = 1 |G S | S∈G S Tr(S) = Tr(½)
where the final equality holds because ½ itself is the only element of G S that has non-zero trace. Thus, |G S | = Tr(½) = d n ; and this cardinality is at a maximum, as Tr(Π S ) must be an integer. The converse is similar.
It is also easy to show (i ) =⇒ (ii ). Suppose S stabilizes a unique state |ψ , which is to say that Tr(Π S ) = 1. Let P ∈ P ⊗n d be a Pauli operator which commutes with all of S. It is easy to show that S also stabilizes P |ψ : by the uniqueness of |ψ , we therefore have P |ψ = λ |ψ for some phase λ. Then λ −1 P stabilizes |ψ , so that
By hypothesis, we then have
|G S | S∈G S Tr(P S) = Tr(Π S ) = 1 .
As Tr(P S) = 0 only if P S ∝ ½, this implies that there exists an operatorS ∈ G S such thatS ∝ P −1 . As any two such operators would be proportional to one another, and can only be distinct if one of them failed to stabilize |ψ , such an operator is unique. Similarly, asS ∝ λP −1 both stabilize |ψ , these are equal as well. Then either P ∈ G S , in the case that λ = 1; or the group obtained by extending G S by P contains λ½ for λ = 1, and is therefore not a stabilizer group. Thus the uniqueness of the state |ψ entails that G S is maximal as a stabilizer group in P ⊗n d . It remains to show that uniqueness of the stabilized state is a necessary condition for maximality as a stabilizer group.
Suppose instead that G S does not stabilize a unique state, and let |ψ 0 , |ψ 1 ∈ img(Π S ) be independent states stabilized by G S . Consider the operator Γ = |ψ 1 ψ 0 | − |ψ 0 ψ 1 | .
As the Weyl operators span the set of operators on H ⊗n d
(by the corollary to Lemma 3, on page 2), there exists some operator W v such that γ := Tr(W † v Γ) = 0. By construction, Γ has trace zero; and as ΓS = Γ = SΓ for every element S ∈ G S , we have Tr(S † Γ) = 0 for all S ∈ G S as well. Thus W v is not proportional to any element of G S . However, for any W s ∝ S ∈ G S , we have has eigenvalues consisting of integer powers of τ 2sη with equal multiplicity. As P ∝ W s v has a non-trivial +1-eigenspace, the same is true for P . It follows that P = τ 2sηr W s v for some 0 r < d.
In the general case, we may characterize the subgroup of G S which commutes with P as follows. Consider an arbitrary operator S ′ =S m0 0S Following the above analysis, suppose that we have a generating set S = {S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S ℓ } in which only S 0 fails to commute with P ; specifically, we may suppose P S 0 P † = τ 2η S 0 for some η a divisor of d. From the preceding section, S C = {S d/η 0 , S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S ℓ } generates the subgroup of G S which commutes with P . The operators of S C also stabilize the post-measurement state: if we let
be the projector onto the τ 2h -eigenspace of P , we have
for any S ∈ G SC . The post-measurement state is naturally also stabilized by R := τ −2h P = τ −2u W p , where h is the actual measurement outcome.
To consider the distribution of possible values of h ∈ Z d , consider a Weyl operator W p ∝ P , and let u ∈ Z d be such that R = τ −2u W p . By hypothesis, we have W p S 0 W † p = τ 2η S 0 , with W p S j W † p = S j for all 1 j ℓ. Let s = d/η; just as S s 0 is the smallest power of S 0 which commutes with P ∝ W p , we may show that
it follows that W s p commutes with all elements of S, and so is proportional to an element of G S by Lemma 12.
Specifically, it is proportional to an element of G SC , as W ½ stabilizes the postmeasurement state, which implies that su ≡ 0 (mod d), i.e. that u is a multiple of d/s = η. The result of measuring P then satisfies h ∈ κ + ηZ d , where P = τ −2κ W p . The distribution of measurement outcomes within the coset κ + ηZ d , and the relationships between them, straightforwardly generalize the standard results for d prime. Let Π h again be the projection onto the τ 2h -eigenspace of P as given in Eq. (B14): then
It follows then that S 0 Π h |ψ = Π h+η |ψ . By repeated application of S 0 , we can iterate through all the elements of κ + ηZ d , from which it follows that (a) all measurement outcomes in κ + ηZ d are equally likely, as the vectors Π κ+ηz |ψ have the same norm; and (b) the post-measurement state for the outcome h can be transformed to that for h + ηz by performing the operation S z 0 . Thus the "eliminated" stabilizer generator S 0 of the pre-measurement state becomes a unitary byproduct operator (in the sense of Ref. [6] ) which relates the possible post-measurement states; and the measurement outcome h is uniformly distributed over the coset κ + ηZ d , where τ 2κ P is a Weyl operator. Note that the above analysis can accommodate the case of a deterministic measurement outcome, if we do not assume at the outset that P does not commute with all of G S . If W p commutes with all elements of S, it follows that η = d, in which case the solution set to Eq. (25) is a singleton modulo d: the distribution of outcomes is then the "uniform distribution" on that singleton set, i.e. a delta distribution on the sole solution h.
As we have remarked previously, the familiar case for d prime corresponds to η = 1 provided that P does not commute with all elements of G S . Then Eq. (25) trivializes, imposing no constraints on the value of h. The outcome is then uniformly distributed over all h ∈ Z d . The generalization for d composite is that the measurement outcome may in principle be uniformly distributed over a coset of any additive subgroup of Z d , and not just on some singleton set or on Z d itself.
